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Directions: 

1. Fold the 4 ¼" x 11" piece of Cherry Cobbler CS in half, with a bone folder, creating a 4 ¼" x 5 ½" card base.   

2. Dry emboss the front of the card base, using the Linen & Canvas Impression Plate and the Big Shot.  Set aside for a 

moment. 

3. Stamp the tree trunk image onto the bottom of the 2 ¾" x 4" piece of Very Vanilla CS, using Early Espresso Classic 

ink. 

4. Stamp the group leaf image onto the 2 ¾" x 4" piece of Very Vanilla CS, aligning the leaves on the ends of the 

branches, using Cherry Cobbler Classic ink. 

5. Stamp the single small leaf image randomly around the tree image, using Cherry Cobbler Classic ink. 

6. Draw a dotted swirly line from the tree to each of the leaves, using a Dark Sepia Pitt Pen. 

7. Stamp the greeting on the 2 ¾" x 4" piece of Very Vanilla CS, in the top right hand corner, using Early Espresso 

Classic ink. 

8. Center and stick the 2 ¾" x 4" piece of Very Vanilla CS to the 2 ⅞" x 4 ⅛" piece of Early Espresso CS, using double 

sided adhesive. 

9. Stamp the group leaf image onto a scrap piece of Very Vanilla CS, using Cherry Cobbler Classic ink.  Stamp a single 

leaf onto a scrap piece of Very Vanilla CS, using Cherry Cobbler Classic ink. 

10. Cut out the single leaf image on the scrap piece of Very Vanilla CS, leaving a narrow CS border, using paper snips. 

Happy Fall Tree Card 

 
Supplies: 

 Stamps: Falling Leaves (papertrey ink) 

 Ink: Early Espresso Classic ink, Cherry Cobbler Classic ink (Stampin' 
Up!); Dark Sepia Pitt Pen (Faber-Castell) 

 Paper: Very Vanilla CS, Orchard Harvest DP (Stampin' Up!) 

 Accessories: Tape Runner XL, glue dots, 3D foam (thermo-web); 
bone folder, paper snips, Craft scissors, linen thread (Stampin' 
Up!); Linen & Canvas Impression Plate, red button (papertrey ink); 
Big Shot (Sizzix); Brown Scalloped Edge ribbon (May Arts ) 

 

Dimensions: 

 Cherry Cobbler CS: a 4 ¼" x 11" piece 

 Very Vanilla CS: a 2 ¾" x 4" piece and a scrap piece 

 Early Espresso CS: a 2 ⅞" x 4 ⅛" piece 

 Orchard Harvest DP: a 2" x 4 ¼" piece 

 Brown Scalloped Edge ribbon: a 2" piece and a 5" piece 

 Linen thread: a 5" piece 

 1 button 
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11. Cut out two of the leaves from the group image on the scrap piece of Very Vanilla CS, leaving a narrow CS border, 

using paper snips. 

12. Stick the three cut out leaves to the matted 2 ¾" x 4" piece of Very Vanilla CS, directly over the coordinating leaves, 

using 3D foam. 

13. Fold the 2" piece of Brown Scalloped Edge ribbon in half and stick the two ribbon ends together, creating a loop, 

using a glue dot. 

14. Stick the ribbon loop to the back of the matted 2 ¾" x 4" piece of Very Vanilla CS, about ¼" down from the top of the 

CS, using a glue dot. 

15. Cut a 5" piece of Brown Scalloped Edge ribbon in half, using Craft scissors. 

16. Stick the 5" piece of Brown Scalloped Edge ribbon to the back of the 2" x 4 ¼" piece of Orchard Harvest DP, using 

double sided adhesive.  Trim the ribbon ends that are overhanging the DP, using Craft scissors. 

17. Stick the 2" x 4 ¼" piece of Orchard Harvest DP to the bottom of the card front, with the ribbon toward the top, 

using double sided adhesive. 

18. Stick the matted 2 ¾" x 4" piece of Very Vanilla CS to the card, about ¼" down from the top and ¼" in from the right 

hand side, using 3D Foam. 

19. Feed the 5" piece of linen thread through the holes in the button, so that both ends are on the front of the button.  

Tie the ends of the linen thread into a knot.  Trim off the ends of the linen thread, using Craft scissors.   

20. Stick the button to the card, directly over the ribbon loop, using a glue dot.  You're done! 


